
Blessed 60 

Chapter 60 I Agree To Go Dutch With You 

Without waiting the reply from Trevor, the salesman threw the leaflet to him as he left to go and chat 

with his colleagues. 

 

Looking at the salesman, Trevor felt a bit dissatisfied. 

 

The entire commercial street belonged to the Sanderson family. Most importantly, this place was also 

owned by his family. As an owner, Trevor didn't like the attitude of the salesman since he had no 

interest in the customer. 

 

However, the thought didn't dwell on his mind that much as his attention was soon attracted by the 

venues in the leaflet. 

 

Looking through the photos of venues, Trevor thought to himself, 'This one looks really good, oh I think 

this one is even better. What should I choose? Every venue is well equipped.' 

 

After thinking for some time, Trevor didn't know what to choose. This place was indeed the best venue 

rental company in Jork. 

 

Pointing at a piece of land, Trevor's eyes lit up as he said, "This is the one!" 

 

The venue he chose was not that expensive. It was slightly over seven thousand dollars. 

 

At that time, Emilio stopped him as he said, "Hey, Trevor. 

 

Actually, I don't think it's big enough to hold more than fifty people." 

 

Well, Emilio was talking nonsense because the venue was big enough to hold a party for all the students. 

 

Nonetheless, he wanted Trevor to spend more money since he didn't like the fact that Trevor had so 

much money in his hands. How could a poor man like him have more money than him? 

 

It made Emilio feel extremely uncomfortable and irritated. 

 

After collecting the dorm fees this morning, Dennis went to the boy's dorm to look for Emilio. 

 

The two of them talked for quite some time and in the end, they agreed not to let Trevor steal their 

limelight. Therefore, they decided to make him spend a lot so that all his money would be gone soon. 

 

After saying that, Emilio flipped through the leaflet until he found the most expensive page. 

 

On this page, the minimum price for each villa was ten thousand dollars per day which was incredibly 
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expensive. 

 

Among these venues, Emilio pointed at the most expensive villa, which was fifty thousand dollars for a 

day. Then, with a smile on his face he said, "In my opinion, this one is the best. It's spacious and more 

suitable for young people like us." 

 

Looking at the price of the venue, Trevor raised his eyebrows and asked, "Don't you think it's a bit 

expensive?" 

 

Of course Trevor wasn't stupid. He knew exactly what Emilio was trying to do. 

 

In a sarcastic voice, Emilio said, "Aren't you being a little mean? Do you remember the venue that 

Dennis rented to hold a party? It was luxurious and magnificent! 

 

Don't you think it would look shabby if you rent a venue that is worth only seven thousand dollars?" 

 

On the outside, Trevor pretended as if he was hesitant. However, in his heart, he thought, 'Finally, I now 

know what he is up to. He is making me use all the money because he wants to embarrass me once I use 

up all the money.' 

 

Maybe it was Dennis' idea because Emilio was his follower after all. 

 

The moment Trevor found out about their real intentions, he got so angry. 

 

All these times, they were always against him. If he didn't teach them a lesson this time, they would be 

worse in the future. Now, he could have whatever he wanted as he wasn't the same Trevor anymore. 

 

Nodding his head, Trevor said, "I think it is okay for us to rent a big villa. But...money doesn't grow on 

trees, does it? Since you are so insisted on renting this place, don't you think it's only fair for you to split 

the bill with me?" 

 

When Emilio heard the first half of the sentence, he was happy, thinking Trevor fell straight into his trap. 

However, the moment he heard the last part, his heart sank. Truth be told, he didn't have that amount 

of money! 

 

Nonetheless, he couldn't refuse nor argue with Trevor because what he said was true. 

 

At first, Emilio was hesitated. In the end, he decided to text Dennis about the situation. 

 

Only when Dennis agreed to pay the bill, Emilio felt relieved. 

 

Gritting his teeth, he agreed, "Okay then. I'll go Dutch with you, Trevor!" 

 

Since he had Dennis behind his back, he was confident. 



 

"Okay! It's settled then." 

 

Hearing that Emilio agreed, Trevor agreed immediately. He had a faint smile on his face as he felt a little 

pleased. 

 

The villa that they rented cost fifty thousand dollars a day. As they decided to split the rent, Emilio had 

to give twenty-five thousand dollars. 

 

In other words, the money Emilio gave went into the Sanderson family's pocket. 

 

With a smirk on his face, he thought to himself, 'Well, I didn't ask the money. It is you who insisted on 

giving it to me, Emilio.' 

 

Thinking of this, Trevor turned his head to look at the salesman and shouted, "Can you take us to this 

place to have a look?" 

 

 


